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 Learning Management

 Light, flexible, most trusted LMS. Easily create &

sell courses, deliver quizzes, and award

certificates, manage users, and download

reports. Helps you access the latest eLearning

industry trends for creating robust learning

experiences.
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Resource Management
You can schedule all your employees, staff,

clients, and external people like contractors,

delegates, and patients, all in a single secure tool

with great visibility.

Schedule any type of work or activity. Plan and

track work, jobs, meetings, appointments,

courses, projects, and many others, as you can

create your own categories the way you need.
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Training Platform
Tracks basic personnel data for each employee,

task progress, evaluator notes, and links files

(certifications, employee records, etc.) for

reference. Task history for tasks, tracking

signoffs, expired tasks, certifications and

decertifications, due dates, and test results. The

Test modules allow setting tests, questions

associated with tests (multiple choices,

True/False, and Narrative), the ability to assign

tests to different employees and store results of

tests taken, and update task histories.
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Workday Financial

Management
Workday helps you remain agile and stay ahead of

change with our flexible foundation. Adapt

business processes while continuously tracking

change as you go.

Machine learning reduces friction by continuously

detecting anomalies and making

recommendations. This helps finance interpret

and review results while focusing on the areas of

business that matter most.

Automatically ingests, enriches, and transforms

business event data into accounting, simplifying

your accounting in the process.



Classroom Management

Classroom management is the process by which

teachers and schools create and maintain

appropriate behavior of students in classroom

settings. The purpose of implementing classroom

management strategies is to enhance prosocial

behavior and increase student academic

engagement. Effective classroom management

principles work across almost all subject areas

and grade levels when using a tiered model in

which school-wide support is provided at the

universal level, classroom behavior management

programs have shown to be effective for 80-85

percent of all students. More intensive programs

may be needed for some students.
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Teacher's Skill Development Program

Tracks basic personnel data for each employee,

task progress, evaluator notes, and links files

(certifications, employee records, etc.) for

reference. 

Task history for tasks, tracking signoffs, expired

tasks, certifications and decertifications, due

dates, and test results. 

The Test modules allow setting tests, questions

associated with tests (multiple choices,

True/False, and Narrative), the ability to assign

tests to different employees and store results of

tests taken, and update task histories.
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Fixed Asset

Management
Tracking, monitoring, and maintaining equipment,

computers, cars, and other physical assets are all

part of fixed asset management.

We’ve compiled a comprehensive fixed asset

management features list to help you understand

this software’s purpose and choose the right

system confidently.

Without a reliable way to manage your fixed

assets, it’s almost impossible to track

maintenance requirements and depreciation.
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DUBAI - UAE

M A Q Computer Services L.L.C

Office No: 35, 19th Floor,

The Binary Tower by Omniyat,

Marasi Dr, Business Bay,

Dubai, United Arab Emirates

info@maquae.com

+971 55 4943599

LONDON– UK

27 Old Gloucester Street,

London, England UK,

WC1N 3AX

info@galtech.uk

+44 7459 416850

THRISSUR - INDIA

Chandanam Building, 

Infopark, Thrissur Campus, Koratty P.O,

 Kerala, India

queries@galtech.org, +91 480 2951674 

mailto:info@maquae.com

